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HARYANA STATE HIGHER EDUCATION COUNCIL

No.i L2/5-202O P-X Adv./HsHEc

To,

The Vice Chancellors

State Funded and Private Universities

in Haryana

Dated:- 2l'06'2aL\

Subject: Regarding implementation of UGC's '6uidelines for translation of books into lndian

Languages'

K.K. Agnihotri
Advisor, HSHEC{

Ll' o 6'znz-\
necessary action is

Endst No. Even Dated

A copy for information and a request for sharing this with the colleges for

forwarded to the Director General Higher Education, Haryana, Panchkula'

Takniki Shiksha Sadaq Bays No. 7-12, Sector - 4, Panchkula - 134112

Contact No-017 2-25707 43,258iJ435 (PBX) Email-hshecchairperson@gmail'com

Respected Vice Chancellors.

Namaste

Greetings from Haryana State Higher Education Council!

your kind attention is invited to UGC's 'Guidelines for translation of books into lndian

Languaqes'.

UGC emphasized on one of the notable provisions of National Education Policy-2020 to

promote mother tongue or local language as the medium of teaching and learning :f'higher

educational institutions. Therefore, by empowering the students through the way of promoting

teaching and learning in the local language or mother tongue too, higher educational institutions

can undertake extensive translation work along with the originalwriting of textbooks into various

lndian languages. The idea behind setting up these guidelines for the translation of books into

various lndian languages is to mandate the standard and equality of translated study material at

both national and regional levels.

Soft copy of the above guidelines is enclosed for reference'

It is hoped that the Universities might have initiated action on the above guidelines

by now, Further, a google form will be soon shared by Council with all the Universities to fill the

updated status on action taken on guidelines'
Regards p-
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K'K. Agnihotri
Advisor, HSHECl

CC:-

1. ps/ACSHE for kind information of Additional chief secretary to Govt. Haryana Higher Education

Department, Chandigarh
2. PS/CP HSHEC for kind information of Chairperson HSHEC

3. PA/VCP HSHEC for kind information of Vice Chairperson HSHEC

4. For uploading on Council website


